
Optional
accessories allow
versatile cleaning.

SUPERNOVA
There is literally nothing like the Supernova series—remarkable self-
contained extractors that clean in both forward and reverse! The patented
two-way system provides unparalleled productivity in any setting—clean
up to 4,000 square feet in one hour. All models operate forward in 
hallways and other open areas, but with a simple pull of a lever instantly
change to reverse to clean corners and other tight areas for a dramatic
reduction in labor costs. A specially designed vacuum head allows 
cleaning on hard floors in addition to carpets, without any cumbersome
attachments.  Just walk off carpet on to hard floors—it’s that simple. 
Dual vacuum motors and a 19" cleaning width on the 800 and 1200
models combine with a host of other exclusive features to guarantee
unrivaled performance. 

FEATURES
■ Two-way system for forward and reverse

operation.

■ Patented self-adjusting, self-leveling brush
and vacuum shoes for easy cleaning of all
carpet lengths and uneven floors plus longer brush life.

■ Exclusive “clamshell” body provides fast and easy internal access 
for quick servicing.

■ Patented lift-off recovery buckets –no drain hose.

■ Fully adjustable handle.

■ Patented 4-wheel design gives extraordinary balance and reduces 
turning radius for easy maneuverability in tight areas.

■ Side extension for cleaning right to baseboards.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
1204AC Powermate —12" wide power brush
D02359-1 Adapter to connect standard 1��" diameter hose assemblies
358AC Upholstery Cleaning Kit

Upholstery tool, vacuum and solution hose assembly and hose bag.
323AC Prespray wand
1033AC Single-jet wand
1034AC Dual-jet wand

For our full line of optional accessories (1��" diameter), see pages 15-17.

MODELS
700PSN 7-gallon Supernova
800PSN 8-gallon Supernova, Dual Vacuum
1200PSN 12-gallon Supernova, Dual Vacuum

SPECIFICATIONS
Solution Tank 7/8/12 gallon     

Solution Pressure 50 PSI

Vacuum Motor/700 112 CFM; 2 HP

Vac Motors/800/1200 Dual, 2-stage bypass, 
200 CFM, 3.5 HP

Brush Motor 4200 RPM, 1/6 HP

Brush Speed 2100 RPM

Brush Style Chevron design

Brush Bearings Sealed, stainless steel 
ball bearings 

Cleaning Width 17/19/19 inches

Tank Construction Polyethylene

Wheels 8 inches, non-marking

Power Cord 50 ft. detachable

Dimensions:
700 37.5"H x  31.75"L x 17"W
800 38"H x 39"L x 19.25"W
1200 38"H x 39"L x 19.25W"

Weight 87 lbs./113 lbs./123 lbs.

Shipping Weight 115 lbs./136 lbs./146 lbs.

Ship Dimensions 32" x 20" x 40" (700)

26" x 46" x 42" (800/1200)

WARRANTY
6 years on tank, 1 year on parts and labor


